
Options when Cutting Mortice and Tenons 

Part II 

This series on the different options available for cutting mortice and tenons is intended to look at 

different methods depending on the machinery available. In the last issue I dealt with low tech 

approaches using hand tools or a pillar drill. In this part I show how to cut this joint using the router. The 

router is certainly one of the most versatile portable machines available to the home woodworker, I 

would recommend it as an early purchase for someone getting into home woodwork and keen to use 

machinery. 

In my beginners course we cut the mortice and tenons for the table project using a router. For both the 

mortice and the tenon we use jigs to hold the wood or control the router. Using machinery in woodwork 

is made a lot safer and precise by the use of jigs as you will see. 

Cutting a Mortice using a Router 

Start by marking the length of the mortice on each piece. For identical pieces clamp them together so 

the ends line up to mark all in one go (1). The position of the mortice need only be marked with a 

mortice gauge on a piece of scrap the same width as the pieces (it’s worth keeping off cuts from when 

you dimension the pieces especially for this purpose.  
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Shallow mortices can be cut with an ordinary straight flute cutter. Deeper ones need either a long reach 

cutter or a deep pocket cutter ((2) long reach on the left deep pocket on the right). On the beginners 

course we use a deep pocket cutter. The  mortice gauge should be set to the width of the router 

cutter(3). 
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The router can be set up to cut the mortice simply by positioning the cutter between the guage lines (4) 

and setting the fence to the face edge. There can be problems with the fence wandering from the face 

edge so giving an inaccurate mortice. Also it can be tricky balancing the router on the edge of the piece. 

Wandering can be controlled by sliding an additional fence onto the other side thus capturing the work 

piece between two fences. I have some spare fences from old machines which I use for this purpose.  

As balancing the router on a narrow edge can be a problem for beginners  I have created a jig for routing 

the table legs on the beginners course. The jig captures the leg between two uprights which act as a 

surface on which the router can slide (5). I have also added a deeper fence to the router fence (6). This 

9mm thick deep fence runs in a groove beside the upright to stop the fence wandering from the edge 

(7). This may be overkill if you only want to rout the odd piece, but if it’s a regular task then it may be 

worth making up a similar jig. A simpler way to help with balance is to put a packing piece in the vice 

with the work piece with the surfaces flush, however this only works if the work piece is deep enough to 

be held in the vice without the router fence fouling on the vice. Alternatively the piece could be held on 

the bench top and a similar piece placed alongside to aid balancing ((8)the piece pictured would also 

prevent the router dropping when it reaches the end of the work piece) 



The router depth stop is used to set the mortice depth. Depth stops vary between machines but the 

principle is usually the same. This description is for the depth stop on a Dewalt machine. 

 Bring the cutter down so it is touching the surface of the workpiece. 

 Wind the depth stop down until it is engaged ie at the bottom of it’s travel (9). 

 Move the cursor until it is registering zero (10) (or another reference if zero cannot be reached) 

 Wind the depth stop up the depth required (11) ( in the picture the mortice depth is 35mm). 

 Also don’t forget to tighten the depth stop locking screw ( easily done) 
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The depth of the mortice should be about 2mm deeper than the length of the tenon to allow for glue 

squeezed to the bottom of the joint when gluing up. 

It’s more efficient to make the cut using a number of plunge cuts, moving forward after each cut. For 

deep mortices it’s best not to plunge the full depth in one go. Instead plunge progressively deeper to the 

end of the mortice then return to the start to take out the rest. This will leave you with a fluted slot (12), 

clean up fluting left by the plunges by going backward and forwards. Don’t forget the deep pocket 

cutter, if you are using it, only cuts at the end of the shaft, so you may have to take a number of cleaning 

cuts. 

All that’s left now is to square up the ends of the mortice with a chisel: 

 Define the width of the end of the mortice using a wide chisel (13). 

 Start cutting well in from the end of the mortice and trim back. 

 When there is only about a millimetre or even less  left chop to the end line vertically (14). 

 Check that there are no bits left in the corners (15). Often a joint can seem tight just because of 

small pieces left in the corners which the tenon fouls on. (This can be spotted by the 

compression marks on the corner of the tenon after it is tried in the mortice). 
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Cutting the Tenon Using the Router Table. 

Note: In this section all images of the router table show the table with the guard removed for clarity. 

Whenever using the router table you must ensure adequate guarding to prevent fingers coming into 

contact with the cutter. 

Putting your router into a router table vastly increases the versatility of the machine. Passing the wood 

over the machine is often more accurate and efficient than passing the machine over the wood. 

No marking up is required on the work piece when cutting tenons on the router table. The only marking 

should be done on a piece of scrap the same thickness as the work pieces (off cuts again). The mortice 

guage, still set for the mortice, should be used to mark the width of the tenon. Also mark the position of 

the shoulder. 

Fit a fairly wide two flute cutter, we use a 25mm cutter for the beginners table. 

The scrap piece can be offered up to the cutter protruding through the table (16). For tenons with fairly 

narrow shoulders (say up to 8mm wide) the cutter can be set to the guage line. Set the fence so the cut 

is along the shoulder line (17), in the picture the tenon is 30mm long. However with long tenons or 

narrow cutters  there may have to be more than one cut to achieve the length, the fence being moved 

away from the cutter  until the cut is along the shoulder. If you have a band saw you could remove most 

of the waste on the saw and just trim accurately using the router table. 
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There are a couple of options to actually making the cut. The simplest way is to use a piece of MDF 

board with an accurately squared end. The board is used to push the workpiece across the cutter at 90° 

to the fence (18). It also helps to prevent break out at the back of the cut on the workpiece.  
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This method is fairly rough and ready, to get greater accuracy (and also greater safety) it may be worth 

making a jig to hold the piece. On the beginners course we use the jig pictured (19). It consists of a base 

plate with batons fitted at either end. Fitted accurately between these batons is a piece that runs 

against the router fence and also acts as a stop for the work piece. It is important that this piece is at 90° 

to the right hand baton as this defines how square the tenon shoulders will be. After the table has been 

set up the work piece is butted up to the right hand baton and secured with toggle clamps and the cut 

made (20). As a safety measure it’s worth fitting stops to limit the travel of the jig so that it always 

covers the cutter. 

It remains to cut the tenon to width, defining any shoulders at either end. This could also be done on the 

router table after some adjustment. It could also be done on the band saw or fairly easily by hand with a 

tenon saw. 

Conclusion 

Much of this article has been about making and using jigs. Jig use becomes more important the more 

machinery you use. This is partly just to control the weight and forces involved, but also because when 

you make a mistake with a machine it’s usually a big one because machines can remove a lot of material 



in a short time. The other important factor in using machines and jigs is that the nature of the work 

requires accurately dimensioned parts. A slightly thinner rail will end up with a slightly thinner tenon so 

using machinery requires a methodical approach to accuracy. 

In the last part of this series I will look at cutting tenons on the band saw and possibly oon the radial arm 

saw, if I can get mine up and running, it’s till out of action after the move! 

  

 


